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Sep 14th

9th Grade
Algebra

Solving 
Equations 
Standards

Interpret the structure
of expressions
Arkansas 

Objective
Today's Goal: I can solve 
equations with variables on 
both sides.

Vocabulary
Equation, Solution of an 
equation, and Solution set.

Bellringer
Warm-Up (5 mins) Grab your 
portfolio from your assigned 
space and complete your 
reflection journal for today ’s 
goal. Remember you only 
write the goal and rate your 
understanding of the goal at 
this moment.

Procedure
(Mins 20) Students will solve 
equations with variables on 
both sides... Practice 2-4 
pages 92-98

Extend
(Mins 15) After direct 
instruction, students will be 
given problems to work with 
their partner to cement the 
lesson.

Evaluate
Students will solve algebraic 
equations (model on 
whiteboard).

Accommodations & 
Modifications
Extended response time.

Reflections
Reflection Journal (5 mins) 
Complete your “My Goal 
Understanding” 
reflection and rate yourself . 
Place in your portfolio and put 
your portfolio in the assigned 
space.

Sep 15th

9th Grade
Algebra

Solving 
Proportions
Standards

Interpret the structure
of expressions
Arkansas 

Objective
Today's Goal: I can solve 
proportions.

Vocabulary
Equation, Proportion, Solution 
of an equation, and Solution 
set.

Bellringer
Warm-Up (5 mins) Grab your 
portfolio from your assigned 
space and complete your 
reflection journal for today ’s 
goal. Remember you only 
write the goal and rate your 
understanding of the goal at 
this moment.

Procedure
(Mins 20) Students will solve 
proportions... Practice 2-
5 pages 102-107

Extend
(Mins 15) After direct 
instruction, students will be 
given problems to work with 
their partner to cement the 
lesson.

Evaluate
Students will solve 
proportions (model on 
whiteboard).

Accommodations & 
Modifications
Extended response time.

Reflections
Reflection Journal (5 mins) 
Complete your “My Goal 
Understanding” 
reflection and rate yourself . 
Place in your portfolio and put 
your portfolio in the assigned 
space.

Sep 16th

9th Grade
Algebra

Solving 
Literal 
Equations
Standards

Interpret the structure
of expressions
Arkansas 

Objective
Today's Goal: I can solve literal 
equations for a variable.

Vocabulary
Formula and Literal Equation

Bellringer
Warm-Up (5 mins) Grab your 
portfolio from your assigned 
space and complete your 
reflection journal for today ’s 
goal. Remember you only 
write the goal and rate your 
understanding of the goal at 
this moment.

Procedure
(Mins 20) Students will solve 
literal equations Practice 2-
6 pages 109-113

Extend
(Mins 15) After direct 
instruction, students will be 
given problems to work with 
their partner to cement the 
lesson.

Evaluate
Students will solve literal 
equations (model on 
whiteboard).

Accommodations & 
Modifications
Extended response time.

Reflections
Reflection Journal (5 mins) 
Complete your “My Goal 
Understanding” 
reflection and rate yourself . 
Place in your portfolio and put 
your portfolio in the assigned 
space.

Sep 17th

9th Grade
Algebra

Solving 
Literal 
Equations
Standards

Interpret the structure
of expressions
Arkansas 

Objective
Today's Goal: I can solve literal 
equations for a variable.

Vocabulary
Formula and Literal Equation

Bellringer
Warm-Up (5 mins) Grab your 
portfolio from your assigned 
space and complete your 
reflection journal for today ’s 
goal. Remember you only 
write the goal and rate your 
understanding of the goal at 
this moment.

Procedure
(Mins 20) Students will solve 
literal equations Practice 2-
6 pages 109-113

Extend
(Mins 15) After direct 
instruction, students will be 
given problems to work with 
their partner to cement the 
lesson.

Evaluate
Students will solve literal 
equations (model on 
whiteboard).

Accommodations & 
Modifications
Extended response time.

Reflections
Reflection Journal (5 mins) 
Complete your “My Goal 
Understanding” 
reflection and rate yourself . 
Place in your portfolio and put 
your portfolio in the assigned 
space.

Sep 18th

9th Grade
Algebra

No School
Standards

Objective

Vocabulary

Bellringer

Procedure

Extend

Evaluate

Homework

Accommodations & 
Modifications

Reflections
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